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Automatic Outlook Duplicate Remover is a reliable and efficient application for you to remove duplicates automatically from Outlook. It's very easy to use, with a simple interface. After importing a folder to scan, you can choose to scan only a specified number of times, e.g. one, two, ten, or forever. Main features: - No user intervention required for file scanning. Just select your folders and let the
program do the scanning for you. - Most of the emails are removed and the duplicates are marked in the case files. - Identify duplicates quickly and quickly (the large amount of emails being scanned), making the job complete for the user very quickly. - Optimized for Exchange accounts. It can also scan for other email clients. - Clean up the inbox and your mailbox in a way that is most user-

friendly. - Great manual support. - The scanning engine can be customized to scan your data in any way you want. - The number of duplicates detected can be checked and removed easily from the Main window. System requirements: - Windows XP, Windows 7, Vista, Windows 2000, and Windows 8. - 50 MB free space on your hard drive. - 200 MB memory. - DVD-ROM drive or optical drive. -
About: Automatic Outlook Duplicate Remover's description: Automatic Outlook Duplicate Remover is an extremely fast and effective Outlook duplicate removal tool. Its efficient scanning engine makes this tool the best choice for users looking for a solution to the inbox-cluttering issue. With this tool, you can automatically scan all your email and contacts folders to find and remove duplicates. You
will find this tool incredibly easy to use as it makes the process so easy you won't need any training. Its ability to find all the duplicates in all your Outlook folders makes this tool the best one available, as there is no need for manual investigation of the content of the folders you wish to scan. Main features: * Find and remove duplicates from Outlook. * Scan folders in your entire Outlook account. *

Scan emails and contacts, and find duplicates. * Clean up the folder you want to scan. * Set the amount of scans to be performed. * Scan in multiple languages. * Scan subfolders. * Scan multiple account accounts. * Check the number of duplicates found and remove them. * View any of the contents of the
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Features: Scan email folders in selected Outlook account(s) for duplicate emails and for attachments with duplicate content. Filter duplicate content by user-defined conditions. Manage attachments in your email folders with other duplicate emails. Analyze your email folders to find duplicate emails and common content in attachments. Regularly scan multiple Outlook folders to find duplicate email
messages, sort and remove duplicate files. Scan messages stored in local computer. Copy duplicate messages to the Windows clipboard for easy removal. Optionally scan other types of files in your email folders. For example, scan local or network folders, receive emails, calendar, tasks and so on. Synchronize and backup files to your server, for further recovery in case of mistakes. Synchronize

multiple folders to your server. For example, copy all files and emails from one folder to another. Backup and restore files to your server for safe keeping. Choose the source folders in local and remote locations. Synchronize files and folders in the following locations: On a local drive or folder On a network share On a web site Optionally, customize scan settings. Also, specify scan exceptions: By
folder: For selected accounts only. By file types: Include or exclude selected file types: For example,.exe,.ini,.pst and so on. For folders only: Include or exclude selected folders. For example,.dbf,.csv, and so on. Analyze the content of message bodies. Find duplicate messages. Sort messages by subjects. Remove duplicate messages. Optionally, analyze the content of message bodies. Analyze the

attachments of messages. Find duplicate messages. Sort messages by subject and by attachments. Remove duplicate messages. Optionally, analyze the content of attachments. Preview duplicate messages. Preview duplicate attachments. Create local backup. Synchronize files and folders. For example, to create a backup on a remote location. Save scanned messages to a text file. Backup saved
messages to the Windows clipboard. Copy duplicates to the Windows clipboard. Print scanned messages to a text file. Backup saved messages to the Windows clipboard. Options: Scan selected folders or accounts for duplicate messages. Scan selected folders or accounts for attachments with duplicate content. Filter duplicate content by subject, sender name, body text, attachments, and 1d6a3396d6
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Outlook Duplicate Remover is a duplicate detection tool for Outlook emails and is designed with one purpose in mind: to reduce the amount of clutter in your Outlook inbox and save you time. It will ensure you get back to your inbox only with the messages you want to read. And it will ensure you get back to your inbox only with the messages you want to read. Features: * Scan any email folder
(Folders, Inbox, Sent Items, Deleted Items) and easily locate duplicate messages by saving you hours of work. * Automatically detects Outlook accounts. * Automatically detects Outlook accounts. * Automatically detects Outlook accounts. * Automatically detects Outlook accounts. * Automatically detects Outlook accounts. * Automatically detects Outlook accounts. * Automatically detects Outlook
accounts. * Automatically detects Outlook accounts. * Automatically detects Outlook accounts. * Automatically detects Outlook accounts. * Automatically detects Outlook accounts. * Automatically detects Outlook accounts. * Automatically detects Outlook accounts. * Automatically detects Outlook accounts. * Automatically detects Outlook accounts. * Automatically detects Outlook accounts. *
Automatically detects Outlook accounts. * Automatically detects Outlook accounts. * Automatically detects Outlook accounts. * Automatically detects Outlook accounts. * Automatically detects Outlook accounts. * Automatically detects Outlook accounts. * Automatically detects Outlook accounts. * Automatically detects Outlook accounts. * Automatically detects Outlook accounts. *
Automatically detects Outlook accounts. * Automatically detects Outlook accounts. * Automatically detects Outlook accounts. * Automatically detects Outlook accounts. * Automatically detects Outlook accounts. * Automatically detects Outlook accounts. * Automatically detects Outlook accounts. * Automatically detects Outlook accounts. * Automatically detects Outlook accounts. *
Automatically detects Outlook accounts. * Automatically detects Outlook accounts. * Automatically detects Outlook accounts. * Automatically detects Outlook accounts. * Automatically detects Outlook accounts. * Automatically detects Outlook accounts. * Automatically detects Outlook accounts. * Automatically detects Outlook accounts. * Automatically detects Outlook accounts. *
Automatically detects Outlook accounts. * Automatically detects Outlook accounts. * Automatically detects Outlook accounts. * Automatically detects Outlook accounts. * Automatically detects Outlook accounts. * Automatically detects Outlook accounts. * Automatically detects Outlook accounts.

What's New in the Automatic Outlook Duplicate Remover?

To make finding duplicates easy and fast, we present here Automatic Outlook Duplicate Remover. This tool is efficient and effective and doesn’t need a lot of user efforts. This utility will scan all your Outlook folders, including your inbox, and sorts them by type: folders, contacts, tasks, notes, calendar items, attachments, and many others. Scanning is quick and not time-consuming, and the program
will display a list of duplicates in the main window. Among other things, Automatic Outlook Duplicate Remover lets you: • Delete your duplicates by folder and files; • Sort your duplicates by content; • Find duplicates in any or all Outlook folders; • Modify the settings to your liking, with the help of the Settings window; • Control the removal process by parameters such as subject, sender, date and
others; • The Duplicate Finder will scan all your folders and other files, so you don’t need to take any risks. Automatic Outlook Duplicate Remover is a great tool for any user, as it requires very little effort from the user side, and will sort out duplicates in a few seconds. It is customizable, which is a plus point and a minor drawback. System Requirements: Automatic Outlook Duplicate Remover is
compatible with all Windows operating systems starting from Windows XP SP2 onwards. It is also available for all major mobile platforms: BlackBerry, iPhone, Symbian, Nokia, Windows Mobile and Android. Your email account will need to be connected to the Internet in order to work. For detailed information about the program, please visit the official Automatic Outlook Duplicate Remover
page. The price is 100%, no refund, and no hidden charges. You will need to have a license of Automatic Outlook Duplicate Remover in order to use it and purchase it for downloading. Introduction Odoovomit's Duplicate File Finder allows you to quickly find duplicate files that are scattered in your email folders or anywhere else in the Windows system. Your email accounts may contain hundreds
of thousands or even millions of emails. It becomes tedious and time-consuming to keep track of all of them. Here you will find a simple and quick way to avoid all this by using the powerful and fast program. Odoovomit's Duplicate File Finder can search your email folders for duplicates and then remove them by type (messages, contacts, calendar items, tasks, notes, etc). By type By date By
attachment By content By sender By subject It will also automatically detect a large number of duplicates that match criteria that you can set up in a snap. You
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System Requirements For Automatic Outlook Duplicate Remover:

OS: XP, Windows 7, Windows 8.1, Windows 10 Processor: 1.8 GHz or faster Dual Core Processor or equivalent Memory: 1 GB RAM DirectX: Version 9.0 Network: Broadband Internet connection Hard Drive: 2 GB available space Screen resolution: 1024 x 768 Please be sure to install our modifications to Battlefield 4 first (click the button in the lower right corner). Be sure to disable Adblock and
other browser add-ons as some features of our mod might not work in
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